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Administrative law and administrative procedure
Peoples' Friendship University of Russia

Degree or qualification is awarded: Master's degree

Language of study: Russian
Mode of study: full-time
Duration: 2 years
Availability of free education: yes
Price: 255 000 RUB per year for CIS students; 4 100 US $ for international students

Programme curator: Batyaeva Albina
Tel.: +7-495-434-32-11
E-mail: batyaeva_ar@rudn.university

Programme Focus

Master`s Degree program “Administrative law and administrative procedure” is the only program in RF and CIS which
is aimed at training highly experienced specialist.

All the transformations implemented in Russia nowadays connected with economy. Unfortunately lawyers and
economists not often act in concert with each others addressing issues regarding interplay of law and economy.
Meanwhile law and economy have close ties: economic relations are expressed through laws, which make them legal;
new means of economy development (leasing, mortgage, franchising) are authorized by laws; the state directly
intervene in economic life.

Lawyers often ignore economic notions and economists don`t take into account legal elements of economic
mechanisms. Lawyers take economic relations as an element of legal regulation. In regard to this issue a lot of
questions are raised: what range of economic relations should be regulated by law, to what extent subjects can
operate freely in economic sphere, in what cases and  under what conditions economic activity can be restricted, if
economy can function on its own, in what way international law influences national economy.

In many countries there is a special legal sector, named economic law or more often public economic law.

Programme advantages

All the disciplines of Master`s Degree program are author`s courses based on analysis of Russian and foreign legal
framework.

In is worth noting that disciplines of the course are created in compliance with requirements of leading world
universities.

Сareer opportunities

This program is prepared in compliance with views of practicing lawyers working in different spheres of public
economy and private business. Our alumni can successfully work for governmental bodies regulating issues of
economic and business activities and leading companies providing legal services in all areas of economic activities
and taking part in considering and settling administrative disputes.

Specializations within this programme
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